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Introduction

Cydar EV: Maps for 
endovascular surgery 
Cydar Medical executive director and co-founder, Tom Carrell, gives an overview 
of the company’s Cydar EV software, outlining key features and detailing how its 
cloud-based natures allows for continuous development in the fast-moving field  
of image-guided surgery.

Who are Cydar?
The key to understanding Cydar is realising 
that we are not really an imaging company. 
We do not acquire any new images of 
the patient, nor do we have any sensors 
tracking any hardware or instruments in 
the operating room. What we do instead is 
use cloud computing, data, and artificial 
intelligence (AI) to connect the images and 
data that already exist and help you interpret 
them faster and better. Our aim is to always 
present you with exceptionally accurate and 
dependable information to help you progress 
to a successful surgical outcome. We see a 
future we call ‘Intelligent Planning’ where 
each new case is informed by all previous 
similar cases, and each new case in turn 
contributes to the planning of future cases. 
And being a cloud company means we 
continuously develop and deliver new and 
improved capabilities to you. 

What is Cydar EV?
Cydar EV is our cloud software that 
connects procedure planning and guidance 
for X-ray guided endovascular surgery 
in the chest, abdomen, and pelvis. It is 
suitable for procedures such as endovascular 
aortic aneurysm repair (thoracic aortic 
aneurysm [TAA] and abdominal aortic 
aneurysm [AAA]), iliac (arterial and venous) 
angioplasty, stenting, and embolisations. It 
is compatible with all computed tomography 
(CT) and X-ray fluoroscopy systems, 
including mobile C-arms and hybrid 
operating rooms.

There are four key terms that Cydar EV 
uses: Maps, Image Tracking, Virtual Wires, 
and Adjusted Maps.

Maps
Maps are 3D representations of a surgical 
plan and consist of the anatomy relevant to 
the procedure, the important measurements, 
and markers for key positions such as 
expected stent landing zones and branch 
vessel ostia. Cydar EV uses two types of 
Map. The first is the Preoperative Map, 
always shown in green, which is produced 
in preoperative planning and contains the 
relevant measurements and markers for the 
expected key positions. 

Image Tracking 
Image Tracking is the computer vision  
inside Cydar EV that continuously 
watches the X-ray fluoroscopy throughout 
a procedure, constantly calculating and 
updating the position and perspective  
of the patient to overlay the 3D Map  
on the live X-ray fluoroscopy images.  
It does this with ‘superhuman’ accuracy  
and dependability.

Virtual Wires
Virtual Wires are imaginary lines in 3D 
space simulating guidewires. They are 
used for preoperative measurements and 
intraoperatively to non-rigidly transform 
(deform) the Pre-Operative Map to an 
Adjusted Map. 

Adjusted Maps
Adjusted Maps, always shown in blue, are 
useful when stiff wires and other surgical 
instrumentation deform the preoperative 
blood vessel anatomy. Adjusted Maps are 
non-rigid and can be thought of as 3D 
plasticine models that can change shape to 
match the intraoperative deformed blood 
vessels.

What is involved in installing 
Cydar EV?
Our specialist team at Cydar work with 

�Image Tracking
The top image shows Image Tracking automatically 
overlaying the Map on the live X-ray fluoroscopy video on 
the left-hand side of the screen with a 3D rendering of the 
same Map on the right. The green colour indicates that this 
is a Preoperative Map. The image below shows the same 
X-ray but with the Adjusted Maps (blue colour).

What do accuracy and dependability really mean?
The medical imaging literature is full of algorithms that work 85–95% of the time, but we do not 
think that is good enough for clinicians who are performing surgery where an error can lead to 
catastrophic consequences. 

At Cydar, our team is constantly pushing the performance of Cydar EV towards 100% 
dependability and to give you the confidence to trust the Map you see on-screen. We do this 
using the massive computing power of the cloud. 

We think we are doing well so far. There has not been a single inaccuracy detected in the first 
250,000 Preoperative Map overlays by Cydar EV in real clinical use. That means that with Cydar 
EV you can be more than 99.8% confident that when you see a Preoperative Map overlaid on 
the fluoroscopy that it is positioned (‘registered’) correctly to within 2mm or better (the limit for 
humans to detect accuracy). 

In practice, this dependability and accuracy means that when the anatomy on screen does 
not match the Map, you are almost certainly seeing anatomy that has changed shape since  
the preoperative CT scan, and you should Adjust the Map accordingly.



your hospital for General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
and Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
compliance, operating room and 
IT teams to connect to the Cydar 
cloud. 

The physical installation in 
the operating room involves 
connecting a PC (the ‘Cydar 
Appliance’) to the X-ray set and 
to the hospital IT network. 

Using Cydar EV
Each hospital with Cydar EV has its own 
Cydar Vault cloud where its patient data is 
stored. You log into the Cydar Vault via your 
laptop or workstation. In the Cydar Vault, 
you can search PACS, plan and review cases. 
In early 2021, we are releasing a new version 
of Cydar EV incorporating full procedure 
planning capabilities including Over-the-
Wire length and diameter measurements and 
enhanced Map annotations for guidance. 
Planning a case produces a Preoperative 
Map.

In the operating room, you select the 
correct patient and Map. Image Tracking 
starts automatically as soon as you start X-ray 
screening, and the overlaid Map appears. 
Whenever the X-ray scene changes for any 
reason, such as the C-arm angle changing, 
the operating table or patient moving, Image 
Tracking removes the previous Map and 
generates a new Map.

If there is insufficient anatomy visible on 
the screen for Image Tracking to be highly 
confident of the patient position, the Last 

Verified Map appears on the 
right-hand side as a reference 
image. Image Tracking continues 
watching the live fluoroscopy on 
the left side until a new Map can 
be generated.

When vessel deformation 
becomes apparent, for example 
with a digital subtraction 
angiography (DSA), the Cydar 
remote control can Adjust 

Map using Virtual Wires to straighten, 
bend, displace or rotate segments of the 
Preoperative Map to match the deformed 
anatomy.

Technology: Where is the AI in 
Cydar EV?
Cydar EV is a combination of conventional 
image processing, massively parallel graphics 

processing unit (GPU) computing, and more 
novel AI techniques using simulated neural 
networks known as deep learning (DL). 
Much of the AI is invisible to the user and 
lies in the automated pathways involved in 
processing an uploaded CT, and monitoring 
the type of images seen on the video X-ray 
feed. This background platform means that 
Cydar EV can run reliably 24/7/365 without 
any Cydar humans in the loop. 

Examples of the DL that are more visible 
include better performance segmenting 
aortoiliac and branch vessel anatomy; 
especially noticeable with low- and high-
contrast CT scans which conventional image 
segmentation algorithms often struggle with. 
Another is the placing of vessel marker rings 
as a one-click process. 

The future: Intelligent Planning
At Cydar, we believe we are only just 
beginning to capture the benefits of AI to 
improve patient outcomes in image-guided 
surgery and that there is huge potential to 
improve the predictability and consistency of 
patient outcomes in endovascular surgery and 
other image-guided surgery.

The journey we are on is to connect 
the preoperative planning, intraoperative 
guidance, and postoperative outcome analysis 
together with the AI machine learning to 
augment the experience available to every 
surgeon each time a new case is planned.

Tom Carrell is the executive director and co-
founder of Cydar Medical. He was previously 
a consultant vascular surgeon at Guy’s and  
St Thomas’ Hospital in London, UK.

�Technology
An update of Cydar EV with 
full planning capability is 
scheduled for release in early 
2021. It can be accessed 
through a web browser and 
connects with PACS.

�Using Cydar EV
Cydar EV on screen in 
a hybrid OR

Cloud advantages:  
updates and improvements
Cydar is a cloud software company. We 
pioneered cloud in surgery because making 
accurate and dependable Maps in real-time 
needs big computing power. But cloud has 
other advantages too: we can rapidly iterate 
our product. In fact, Cydar EV is now on 
nearly its 100th version since the first release 
of a regulatory cleared product in 2016. No 
more than 21 days goes by without a new 
version release. Each release contains the 
latest security updates and improvements in 
the product. And because Cydar EV is cloud 
software, each time you log in you  
are accessing the latest version.

Cydar EV
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User experience

How Cydar's Intelligent 
Maps are changing our 
aortic practice
In this article, Charles J Bailey details how Cydar EV has allowed a US vascular 
centre's endovascular aortic practice to evolve and improve. 

THE NOVEMBER 2019 EDITION OF 
Vascular Specialist featured an article on 
the burgeoning role of artificial intelligence 
(AI) in surgery. What caught my attention 
was not as much the title or the topic, per 
se, but the image of a three-dimensional 
(3D) aortic overlay created by AI-powered 
technology from Cydar Medical. As it so 
happens, our vascular division is one of the 
early adopters in the USA embracing this 
new technology, and over the last three years 
we have amassed the greatest experience 
stateside in the application of the AI-fuelled 
imaging platform. Our endovascular aortic 
practice has evolved and improved with this 
new technology.

With an expanding endovascular toolkit and 
treatment of increasingly complex pathology 
comes an inherent increase in factors such as 
operative time, radiation exposure to patient 
and practitioner, and end-organ insults, 
including contrast-induced nephrology. Our 

solution is Cydar EV's Intelligent Maps. 
The AI-technology is a cloud-based system 
that uses preoperative patient imaging 
to construct a 3D-model and overlay for 
operative planning and execution (Figure 1). 
The software uses the adjacent vertebral body 
position as a fixed point of reference for the 
overlay model, with the AI machine learning 
providing automated and real-time on-screen 
adjustments. As compared to the conventional 
hardware-based systems of hybrid operating 
suites, the image-based platform creates far 
fewer errors related to image registration 
or deformation and thus a more accurate, 
reliable, and predictable model.1 Cloud-based, 
equally applicable to fixed hybrid suites and 

mobile imaging units, compatible with all 
lines of imaging equipment, and without the 
requirement of special hardware or personnel, 
Cydar EV makes intelligent imaging simple.

To date, we have used Cydar EV in 124 
complex endovascular aneurysm repairs, 

including infrarenal, 
fenestrated, custom-made, 
and thoracoabdominal 
branched graft devices 
(Figure 3, A–D). The 
results of our experience 
are being prepared for 
abstract submission for 
the 2021 Society for 

Vascular Surgery Vascular Annual Meeting, 
including a comparative analysis of nearly 
200 consecutive fenestrated endograft 
aneurysm repairs with 68 using Cydar EV 
imaging. Our outcomes are similar to other 
institutional reports with Cydar EV, noting 
decreases in operative and fluoroscopy times, 
radiation dosage, total contrast volume, and 
number of digital subtraction angiography 
runs required.2 The workflow is simple. 
A preoperative computed tomography 
angiography (CTA) is uploaded to the cloud-
based Cydar Vault, from which a 3D model 
and overlay is created (Figure 1). From 
imaging upload to readiness for image-guided 
surgery, the process can be completed in as 
little as 30 minutes. The ability to visualise 
preprocedure a 3D-overlay with skeletal 
reference points has improved our confidence 
in device orientation and procedural planning 
for endovascular aneurysm repair. Enabling 
fluoroscopy brings the Intelligent Map on 
screen, with options to view markers for 
branch vessel origin, true lumen outline, 
or both (Figure 2A; images formatted for 
illustration). If wire or device positioning 
creates vessel deformation, the AI machine 
learning corrects for morphology, with 
the system also allowing operator-driven 
adjustments to the overlay map (Figure 2A, 
2B). Adjusted Maps are marked with a colour 
change to the overlay, with the ability to 
reference or return to the pre-operative map 
at all times. If collimation or magnification 
prohibits adequate view of reference vertebral 
bodies, a last verified map feature allows for 
continued overlay (Figure 2C). 

With Cydar EV, the spectrum of our aortic 
endovascular procedures (Figure 3) is being 
performed more efficiently, with increased 
confidence, and as a safer intervention for 
both patient and practitioner.

References 
1.  Rolls AE, Maurel B, Davis M, et al. A comparison of accuracy 

of image- versus hardware-based tracking technologies in 
3D fusion in aortic endografting. Eur J Vasc Endovasc Surg 
2016;52(3):323–31.

2.  Maurel B, Martin-Gonzalez T, Chong D, et al. A prospective 
observational trial of fusion imaging in infrarenal aneurysms. J 
Vasc Surg 2018;68:1706–13.

Charles J Bailey is assistant professor of 
Vascular Surgery at the University of South 
Florida in Tampa, USA.

Charles J Bailey

Anticlockwise from the top: Figures 1, 2, and 3, showing the Cydar EV  
imaging interface.
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Jaideep Das Gupta and Mahmoud Malas present a case study in which Cydar software aided the treatment of a difficult 
aortic aneurysm, reducing radiation dosage and shortening procedure time.

Cydar technology yields lower radiation 
dose and shorter procedural time in 
challenging aortic aneurysm intervention

OUR PATIENT IS AN 80-YEAR-OLD 
male with significant comorbidities of 
coronary artery disease with previous 
coronary artery bypass graft surgery, 
hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, atrial fibrillation, body mass index 
(BMI) of 37kg/m2, presenting with a 7cm 
type IV thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm 
based upon Centerline software (Centerline 
Biomedical). The bilobular suprarenal and 
infrarenal aneurysm is noted to be tortuous 
with mural thrombus at the level of the 
paravisceral vessels (Figure 1). Therefore, 
the plan was endovascular intervention 
with a staged thoracic endovascular aortic 
repair (TEVAR) and four-vessel branched 
fenestrated physician-modified endovascular 
graft (PMEG) endovascular aneurysm repair 
(EVAR). The patient’s index operation was 
performed with a TEVAR one-piece Zenith 
Alpha (Cook Medical) 36x32x161mm 
under moderate sedation. The endograft 
was landed proximally just distal of the left 
subclavian artery and distally about 5.5cm 
above the coeliac artery. The patient tolerated 
the procedure well and was discharged the 
following day. 

The patient returned two weeks later for 
his PMEG EVAR. The PMEG was created 
with a Zenith dissection endovascular graft 
(ZDEG; Cook Medical) 32x24x158mm with 
four-vessel direction branches with Viabahn 
(Gore) stent grafts. Cydar technology was of 
paramount importance in attaining the proper 
alignment of the endograft fenestrations with 
the correct visceral orifices (Figure 2). The 
visceral cannulations and stent deployment 
were performed from femoral access with 
the Nagare Steerable sheath (Terumo). 
Cydar technology aided in proper alignment, 
cannulation, and stent deployment of the 
directional branches (Figure 3). Viabhan 
VBX (Gore) stents were delivered as branch 
extenders without difficulty into the right 
renal artery (6x59mm), superior mesenteric 
artery (8x59mm and 8x39mm), and coeliac 
artery (8x59mm and 8x39mm). Due to acute 
tortuous angulation, we had a difficult time 
with cannulation and stent delivery in the 
left renal artery. However, after a period 
of time a Viabhan (7x50mm) and VBX 
(6x59mm) stent were deployed and extended 

the directional branch into the left renal 
artery. The Nagre Steerable sheath was able 
to perform the visceral cannulations via the 
femoral access and upper extremity access 
was not needed. Cydar software aided the 
properly alignment of the Nagre sheath with 
the fenestration and visceral orifice, making 
the cannulations feasible. The patient had an 
uncomplicated course and was discharged on 
postoperative day four. 

Intraoperatively, the fluoroscopy time was 
83.1 minutes, half-strength contrast of 246ml 
Visipaque (GE Healthcare) was used, total air 
kerma (AK) 5423mGy, and dose area product 
727Gycm2. For this case, the cannulation 

of the left renal artery and patient’s BMI 
contributed to the increased operative 
time and radiation dosage. Prior to our 
institutional experience with Cydar software, 
a four-vessel PMEG AK dosage would 
potentially be 8,000–9,000mGy; therefore, 
reducing our cumulative radiation dosage by 
almost 30–40%. 

Overall, our experience with Cydar 
technology involved a short learning curve 
leading to lower radiation dose and shorter 
procedural time. 

Jaideep Das Gupta is a vascular fellow at the 
University of California San Diego (UCSD), 
La Jolla, USA.

Mahmoud Malas is a professor in residence, 
vice chair of Surgery for Clinical Research, 
and chief of the Division of Vascular and 
Endovascular Surgery at UCSD,  
La Jolla, USA.

Case study

Jaideep Das Gupta Mahmoud Malas

Figure 1. The bilobular suprarenal and 
infrarenal aneurysm.

Figure 2. Alignment of the endograft 
fenestrations with the correct visceral 
orifices using Cydar technology.

Figure 3. Cydar technology aided in 
proper alignment, cannulation, and stent 
deployment of the directional branches.
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Motivations

Serving the vascular 
community: Reasons behind 
early adoption of Cydar EV  
Jan Heyligers details the motivations that drove the recent purchase of Cydar EV 
at the Elisabeth-TweeSteden Hospital (ETZ) in Tilburg, The Netherlands—the first 
vascular unit in the country to adopt the cloud-based system. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF VASCULAR 
Surgery at ETZ is part of the surgery group 
called Vakgroep Chirugie Midden Brabant. 
Together with Maarten Dinkelman, Marnix 
de Fijter, and Patrick Vriens—all consultant 
vascular surgeons and fellows of the 
European Board of Vascular Surgery—we 
perform complex and straightforward open 
and endovascular procedures. The hospital 
has two fully-equipped hybrid operating 
rooms (ORs) that are available 24/7 for 
(acute) vascular interventions. As ETZ is 
a referral center for trauma, the exposure 
to acute vascular pathologies, including 
traumatic vascular transections and bleedings, 
is relatively high. 

Demonstrating our commitment 
to advanced technologies
At ETZ, we are constantly working to 
advance the standard of care that we offer to 
our patients, and the introduction of Cydar 
EV demonstrates our commitment to having 
the most advanced technologies for both 
patients and surgeons. Cydar EV is a smart, 
image-guided platform that provides us 
with detailed, accurate maps of the patients’ 
anatomy in real time.

We are thrilled to be the first vascular unit 
in The Netherlands to have the Cydar EV 
system up and running. Since Cydar EV is 
a self-learning system that gets smarter over 
time, we foresee endovascular procedures 
becoming safer and more efficient. We also 
expect our supporting staff, residents, and 
fellows to better understand the complexity 
of vascular anatomy and its treatment.

Addressing a significant 
radiation burden
In March 2016, two hybrid ORs from 
Philips were installed in ETZ. Visualisation 
appeared to be superior, but the radiation 
burden increased. Vessel Navigator (VN) 
from Philips was added to the system. VN is 
a 3D overlay technique and uses preoperative 
computed tomogtaphy (CT) images that 
are projected on the fluoro-screen. A 
meta-analysis concluded that 3D overlay 
reduces radiation in complex EVAR cases 

significantly.1

For a short period—just before the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic—we compared 
the Cydar EV and Philips VN system in 
endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) and 
branched EVAR (BEVAR) cases. The overall 
conclusion is that both systems are of benefit 
compared to no overlay technique at all. 
In the literature, reduction of radiation by 
up to 50% in EVAR is described with the 
introduction of Cydar EV.2

In addition, we identified some specific 
benefits of Cydar EV. Firstly, image storage 
is cloud-based. A link to this cloud merges 
the images of the preoperative CT data and 
the procedural images. Secondly, the Cydar 
EV system recognises two or more vertebrae 
and directly projects the vasculature on 
screen through an automated process. For 

both overlay techniques 
an angiogram is needed 
to confirm anatomy. In 
addition, it can be fully 
adopted to the actual 
anatomy. That is relevant 
as vasculature is dynamic 
of itself and in relation to 
its surrounding anatomy. 

Finally, Cydar EV can be connected to all 
types of fixed or mobile X-ray equipment 
of known brands. Images are projected on 

existing screens or on a standalone system.

Improving endovascular 
performance
Just recently, Cydar added Last Verified Map 
(Figure 1). This tool helps with vasculature 
visibility when there is not enough 
observable anatomy for image tracking. This 
kind of improvement and swift alterations are 
characteristic of software-built solutions. 

The more procedures the vascular 
community performs using Cydar EV, the 
smarter the system gets, serving that same 
vascular community to further improve 
endovascular performance. This is why our 
team decided that we should be the first 
Dutch hospital to purchase Cydar EV. 

References 
1.  de Ruiter QM, Reitsma JB, Moll FL, et al. Meta-analysis of 

cumulative radiation duration and dose during EVAR using 
mobile, fixed, or fixed/3D fusion C-arms. J Endovasc Ther 
2016 Dec;23(6):944–956. doi: 10.1177/1526602816668305. 
Epub 2016 Sep 8.PMID: 2760893.

2.  Maurel B, Martin-Gonzalez T, Chong D, et al. A prospective 
observational trial of fusion imaging in infrarenal aneurysms. 
J Vasc Surg 2018 May 24. doi: 10.1016/j.jvs.2018.04.015. 
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Jan Heyligers is a consultant vascular 
surgeon at the Elisabeth-TweeSteden 
Hospital (ETZ) in Tilburg, The Netherlands.

Jan Heyligers

We are thrilled 
to be the first 

vascular unit in The 
Netherlands to have 
the Cydar EV system 
up and running.”

Figure 1. Last Verified Map is displayed on the digital subtraction angiography (DSA) image 
as the vertebral anatomy has been subtracted.
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Radiation

In this article, Ashish Patel and Bijan Modarai address a key concern among patients and the endovascular operating 
team—radiation. They write that three-dimensional (3D) fusion imaging could offer a solution, and detail how the Cydar EV 
system has been shown to be effective in reducing dose.

Managing radiation exposure during X-ray 
guided endovascular procedures:  
The role of 3D fusion imaging

ADVANCES IN TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 
and endografting technology allow 
increasingly complex endovascular 
solutions, but there is a concern that these 
are associated with prolonged screening time 
and high levels of radiation exposure to both 
the patient and the endovascular operating 
team.1,2 A higher incidence of cancer in 
patients who have had endovascular as 
opposed to open aortic repair is suggested, 
although studies that have reported this were 
not designed for interrogating a link between 
radiation exposure and excess malignancy 
risk and should be interpreted accordingly.3,4 

Nevertheless, a biological response to 
radiation exposure can be readily detected 
in the blood of patients, as well as operators, 
after endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), 
with raised levels of markers reflecting DNA 
damage and repair.5

Computational modelling suggests that 
radiation doses from EVAR are higher than 
most other X-ray guided procedures, with 
worryingly high dose estimates for individual 
organs.6 More complex aortic repairs, for 
example four-vessel as opposed to three-
vessel fenestrated EVAR (FEVAR), or 
branched endografting, often require longer 
fluoroscopy time and a higher radiation dose.7 
Disparities in operator behaviour and the 
equipment/adjuncts used by centres that carry 
out EVAR may be important reasons why 
radiation doses differ significantly between 
operators and institutions for comparable 
procedures.8 3D fusion imaging, which 
allows on-screen visualisation of aortic 
anatomy throughout a case, is one adjunct 
that has been shown to reduce procedure 
time, radiation dose, and contrast use during 
standard and more complex EVAR.9,10

Cydar’s artificial intelligence (AI)-
powered image fusion technology, Cydar 
EV, represents a cloud-based system that 
operators can adopt without the need for 
cumbersome set-up and adjustment, readily 
allowing its use as an integral part of the 
workflow. The 3D mask generated can be 
adjusted to optimise accuracy before stent 
graft implantation and, in the case of complex 

EVAR, for target vessel cannulation.11 The 
Cydar system is largely agnostic to the 
imaging equipment it is used with, allowing 
it to be integrated into fixed or mobile X-ray 
systems. Benefits have been reported for 
standard EVAR, with an indication that the 
Cydar system can reduce overall radiation 
dose by up to 50%.12 This dose reduction 
is likely to be even more important for 
complex EVAR where use of fusion imaging 
helps to avoid multiple digital subtraction 
angiography runs and steep angulation of the 
C-arm, both of which are key manoeuvres 
responsible for exponentially increasing 
radiation exposure. Reports from our centre 

suggest that radiation doses for complex 
EVAR are falling and whilst the reasons 
for this are multifactorial, it is clear that 
incorporating the Cydar system into the 
workflow has played its part.5,13 As the uptake 
of image fusion technology increases, the 
benefits of 3D-fusion imaging are likely to 

also become apparent for other interventions 
such as those for aortoiliac occlusive disease, 
where use of X-ray guidance in the pelvis is 
associated with significant radiation exposure 
to both patient and operator. 
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3D fusion 
imaging […] 

is one adjunct that 
has been shown to 
reduce procedure 
time, radiation dose, 
and contrast use 
during standard  
and more  
complex EVAR.”
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